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Territorial Multi-Robot Task Division
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an and Maja J Mataric

Abstract |
This work demonstrates the application of the distributed behavior-based approach [1] to generating a
multi-robot controller for a group of mobile robots performing a clean-up and collection task. The paper studies
a territorial approach to the task in which the robots are
assigned individual territories that can be dynamically
resized if one of the robots missfunctions, permitting the
completion of the task. The described controller is implemented on a group of four IS Robotics R2e mobile robots.
Using a collection of experimental robot data, we empirically derive and demonstrate most e ective foraging in
our domain, and show the decline of performance of the
space division strategy with increased group size.
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Designing controllers for multi-robot systems is a
complex problem in robotics and arti cial intelligence [2], [3]. Our previous work introduced a methodology for synthesizing a basis behavior substrate for generating group behaviors such as wandering, homing, following, aggregation, dispersion, and methods for combining such behaviors into higher-level composite behaviors including ocking and foraging, variants of moving
in formation and distributing collection [4], [3]. This
paper extends our work on homogeneous agent groups
executing identical control strategies over the entire environment to a somewhat more complex case of employing a spatial division of labor based on an ethologically
common organizational principle of territoriality.
As we have argued in [5], [4], adaptive group behavior is a balance between minimizing interference and
maximizing synergy (goal achievement at the level of
the group), and interference is a key stumbling block in
the way of ecient group interactions. It is likely to
be correlated with the spatial density of the agents over
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the lifetime of a task, so various approaches to resource
division can be applied to counter its e ects. Territoriality is as a stable and recurring behavioral pattern that
produces a physical division of space and all associated
resources [6], [7].
In this paper, we explore the e ects of territoriality
on a distributed clean-up and collection task, the prototypical group behavior we have been using for studying
issues in multi-robot control and learning [8], [9]. We apply a synthetic approach that consists of implementing
ethologically-inspired behaviors on a collection of mobile
robots, evaluating their performance on repeated trials,
and looking for stable, robust, and generally useful behaviors we can derive that help synthesis for various
robotics applications.
We focus on a particular type of territoriality based on
equal spatial territories assigned a priori. In this paper,
we address the question of how does the size of the group
a ect the e ectiveness of the territorial solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews related work. Section III describes our
experimental setup, the robots, the spatial assignment
of the territories, and gives the key formal de nitions on
which the controller is based. Section IV presents the
distributed controller. Section V discusses the sources
of interference, the key metric of system performance.
Section VI describes the experimental results, including
the experimental layout, the data gathering and analysis methods, the system's performance on the various
experiments, and a control experiment with fully homogeneous robots to compare time and interference performance. Section VII concludes the paper.

Mataric [5] describes early work on minimizing complexity in controlling a collection of robots, and outlines
the rst empirical results with the basis behaviors for
control [10]. These served as the foundation for the subsequent demonstrated group behaviors, including following, aggregation, dispersion, homing, ocking, and
foraging [4], [3]. The work described here used the same
behavior-based methodology, constructing the individual agent controllers out of collections of distributed behavior networks [1]. Unlike our previous work, however,
which focused on fully homogeneous systems, this paper
addresses issues of task division and thus specialization
as an approach to interference minimization.

II. Related Work

Parker [16], [17] demonstrates work related to ours,
on the same set of R2 robots with a priori hard-wired
heterogeneous capabilities. A toxic waste clean-up task
used in the work is equivalent to foraging. The Alliance architecture is proposed as an approach to dynamically assigning tasks to members of a robot groups,
and is demonstrated on a group of robots dividing the

The dynamics of group interaction in physical robots
have only recently begun to be studied. The review in
this section focuses on work on foraging-style collection
tasks using either physical robots or realistic simulations
implemented with the goal of studying issues of critical
mass and control of group behavior.
DRAFT

Arkin [11], and Balch and Arkin[12] describe a simulated foraging task with communication-free robots. In
a paper more related to the work described here, Arkin,
Balch and Nitz [13] present simulation work with the
purpose of studying the issues of critical mass in a multiagent retrieval task. Unlike in our work, the robots
are fully homogeneous, and no strict or dynamic territorial division is implemented. However, complementary results regarding critical numbers of agents for the
given task are derived. Both of our pursuits are motivated at least in part by the search for interactive, social
strategies that demonstrate linear and superlinear performance improvements through collective strategies.
Arkin [14] describes the general schema-based control
architecture, which is a form of behavior-based control,
and gives the critical mass experiments. Finally, Arkin
and Ali [15] present a series of simulation results on related spatial tasks such as foraging, grazing, and herding.
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clean-up task. Unlike the spatial division we employed,
Parker [17] describes a temporal division that sends one
robot to survey and measure the environment, then return and report to the rest of the group, which uses
the information to then clean up the spill. The approach is complementary to ours and demonstrates a
clean tradeo between spatial and temporal task division, both of which are ubiquitous in nature. The same
work also describes a simulated oce garbage-collection
task in which the division of labor is performed based on
a rst-come rst-served basis using a simple and elegant
con ict-resolution scheme. This work shares a common
philosophy with ours regarding dynamic task assignment; the spatial territories we employed can also be
dynamically reassigned according to the adapting needs
of the group.
Becker, Holland and Dennenbourg [18] describe a
fully stigmergic approach to the foraging task in which
the group of ve robots uses no external sensing or
communication to collect the pucks. Instead, through
a careful combination of the mechanical design of the
robots' puck scoops and the simple controller that moves
them forward and in reverse, the robots probabilistically
move all of the pucks into a single cluster after a certain period of time. The nal location of the cluster
cannot be determined a priori but the collective behavior is highly repeatable and has minimal sensing and
computational overhead. The authors also show critical
mass e ects by comparing task performance on group
sizes ranging from one to ve robots. These results
are complementary to most other work in the eld, in
that they demonstrate an extreme near-sensorless and
totally communication-free approach to foraging. Our
approach uses minimal communication in order to ensure the activity of all other robots and thus adapt to
any changes in territories. Even this communication
could be eliminated and the information could be obtained through direct sensing, but at a relatively high
interference cost. Similarly, Parker [16] employs comJune 6, 1998
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munication for temporal division of labor in order to
solve the task and minimize interference.
Agah and Bekey [19] introduce the Tropism-Based
Cognitive Architecture for controlling groups of robots
in a distributed fashion akin to ours. They demonstrate
simulation results of a collection task similar to ours
implemented in a homogeneous group and demonstrating e ects of stationary vs. mobile obstacles on energy
consumption and group performance.
Much work has been done in the eld of Adaptive Behavior and Arti cial Life on simulating insect colonies
and studying their dynamics. This work has served
as inspiration for robot experiments, and includes [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], and many others.
III. The Experimental Setup

A. The Robots

Fig. 1. The R2e robot family: the robots are equipped with a
di erentially-steerable base, a gripper, piezo-electric bump
and gripper sensors used to detect collisions and to grasp
pucks, infra-red sensors for collision avoidance, and a radio
transmitter for absolute positioning and message passing.

The experiments were conducted with a group of
four IS Robotics R2e robots programmed in the Behavior Language, a parallel distributed robot programming
language based on the Subsumption Architecture [27],
[28]. The robots are fully autonomous and equipped
with with on-board power and processing. They consist
of a di erentially steerable wheeled base and a gripper
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for grasping and lifting objects. Their sensory capabilities include piezo-electric bump sensors for detecting
contact-collisions and monitoring the grasping force on
the gripper, and a set of infra-red (IR) sensors for obstacle avoidance ( nger sensors) and grasping (break-beam
sensors). Figure 1 shows the robot con guration.
The robots are also equipped with radio transceivers,
used for determining absolute position and for interrobot communication. Position information is obtained
by triangulating the distance computed from synchronized ultrasound pulses from two xed beacons, and updated at a rate of 1 Hz. Inter-robot communication consists of broadcasting 6-byte messages at the rate of 0.5
Hz. Once per second, each robot broadcasts a diagnostic \I am alive" message to the whole group, along with
its ID number. If a robot fails to broadcast for a xed
period of time (in our experiments, 10 seconds), it is
considered \dead" by the rest, who consequently adapt
their behavior to the new group size and distribution.
Hence, each of the robots is given the largest possible
group size and can use it to determine how many others
are cooperating on the task at each moment.
B. De nitions

x

(Xmin, Ymin)

∆y

divided into rectangular areas with equal height and
width. The width of these regions is xed to j Xmax ?
Xmin j, and independent of the number of working
robots. The height (y) is dependent on the number of
working robots and is de ned as:

j Ymax ? Ymin j
y = Working
Robots
In order to adapt to the dynamically changing group
size, each of the robots continually recomputes its adaptive Logical ID, denoted as i. Initially, each robot is
given a pre-assigned unique hard-coded ID from the
[0::n] interval. During the lifetime of the task, this ID
is used to compute the logical ID dynamically, based
on the changing group size. Each robot computes its
logical ID by determining how many other robots are
not sending diagnostic messages, and how many of those
have IDs lower than the robot's own ID (Dead Robots).
Hence, the logical ID i is de ned as:

i = ID ? Dead Robots

(1)

The logical ID is used to dynamically compute the
concepts of the working area, deposit area and deposit
point:
 The Working Area (WA) for a robot (Ri ) whose
logical ID is i, is de ned as the region where it
looks for pucks, picks them up, and delivers them
to the deposit area:

WA(Ri ) = f(Xmin ; (i)y); (Xmax ; (i + 1)y)g
 The Deposit Area (DA) is de ned as the region to
(Xmax, Ymax)

y

Fig. 2. Division of the robots' workspace.

The total workspace (<) is constrained to a rectangular area de ned by the coordinates (Xmin ; Ymin ) and
(Xmax ; Ymax ) (see Figure 2). The individual robots
have di erent workspaces assigned a priori, and < is
DRAFT

which the robot (Ri ) delivers the pucks:

DA(Ri )= f(Xmin ; (i?1)y); (Xmax ; (i)y)g; i > 0
DA(Ri )= f(Xmin ; Ymin ); (Xmin +; Ymin +)g; i = 0
where  is the size of the \home" region.
 The Deposit Point (DP) is de ned as the point towards which the robot will \home" to deliver the
June 6, 1998
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puck:
y
DP (Ri ) = ( Xmax
2 ; (i ? 1)y + 2 ); i > 0

DP (Ri ) = (Xmin ; Ymin );

i=0

As it can be observed from the above de nitions, the
behavior of the robot whose logical ID is zero (i = 0)
will be slightly di erent than that of the rest, as it will
be in charge of placing all the pucks it grabs into the
\home" region DA(R0 ), located in the corner of its work
area (see Figure 3).

5

up. Once a robot grabs a puck in its working area, it
homes to its deposit point and delivers the puck there.
Note that each robot has a di erent deposit point, determined by its logical ID. When the robot crosses the
border between its working area and the deposit area, it
leaves the puck, and as the robot is now without a puck
and outside its working area, it homes back to its working area. While the robot is outside its working area, it
does not try to pick up pucks and considers them obstacles. Therefore, the behaviors that use the sensor inputs
from the nger IR sensors do not try to approach the
pucks; instead they avoid them and any other obstacles
on the way back to the robot's working area.
Figure 4 shows an outline of the robot's control architecture, following the classical Subsumption Architecture organization [27]. The behaviors are classi ed into
three main categories: Survival, Collection, and Navigation. An auxiliary Listener behavior is not a part of
the behavior hierarchy; it runs in parallel with the rest,
and receives and broadcasts communication messages.
Each of the behaviors is described next.
A. Listener

The Listener behavior sends and receives \I'm alive"
messages, and its core functionality is to update the
robot's logical ID using equation 1. The updated logical ID is then used to compute the coordinates of the
Fig. 3. A puck's path from a distant region to the "home" region
Working Area (WA), the Deposit Area (DA), and the
(upper right corner).
Deposit Point (DP), according to the expressions given
in section III-B.
IV. Behaviors

The main goal of the group is to collect all the pucks B. Survival Behaviors
that are distributed over the global workspace, and take
 Side-IR Avoid: The Side IRs of the robot can
them to the "home" region. In order to reduce interfermeasure objects close to the robot. In the case that
ence between robots, each robot is given a working area
an object (obstacle or another robot) is detected,
and a deposit area. Robots look for pucks while in their
this behavior will turn the robot away from it.
working area and deliver them once they reach the de Finger-IR Avoid: This behavior is active either
posit area. While in the working area, robots actively
when the robot is outside its WA or when the robot
search for pucks using the infra-red sensors in the forks.
has grabbed a puck and is taking it to the Deposit
When a puck is detected, it is approached and picked
Point. It uses the input of the nger IRs to avoid
June 6, 1998
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Fig. 4. Control architecture

any object that is in front of the robot.
 Bumper Avoid: In case the other two Survival
behaviors (described above) fail, i.e., if an object
is not detected by any of the IR sensors, but one
or more bumper sensor are activated, this behavior performs an avoidance manoeuver that moves
the robot away from the detected obstacle. For example, if the robot touches an object with the left
bumper sensor, it will turn right.

object is larger than a puck, and is thus avoided,
as it could not be picked up. An analogous approach was used by Connell [29], who employed it
with a camera and a laser-range nder, in the task
of using an arm to pick up soda cans.
 Get Puck behavior is based on the philosophy
that "the world is the robot's own best representation" [29]. When the break-beam IR sensors detect
a puck between the ngers, the behavior gets activated closes the gripper, and lifts up the ngers.

C. Collection Behaviors


IR-Search Puck behavior is only active when the D. Navigation Behaviors
robot is inside the WA and does not have a puck. It
 Homing behavior is activated either 1) when the
receives its inputs from the nger IR sensors, and
directs the robot towards the puck.
Obstacles and pucks are di erentiated by this behavior because of the physical properties of the
robot grippers. The space between the grippers is
bigger than the size of a puck. Therefore, if an object is perceived with the left IR, the robot moves
right, and conversely, if an object is perceived with
the right IR, the robot moves left. In both cases
the robot moves toward the \potential" puck. If
both sensor perceive an object, that implies the

DRAFT

robot has grabbed a puck or 2) when the robot
is outside its WA. In the former case, the robot's
deposit point is computed as DP (i), whereas in the
latter case it is DP (i + 1), where i is the robot's
logical ID (as de ned in section III-B).
 Wander: Most of the interference between robots
arises when they leave their working area and \invade" other areas, either due to sensor and/or effector noise and errors, or through the process of
entering into another's territory when dropping o
pucks. In order to minimize the interference while
June 6, 1998
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the robots are looking for pucks, they are equipped
with a wandering and searching behavior whose
goal is to cover the entire working area without
R
invading the neighbors. Since the search area in
our environment is rectangular, the wandering be(x , y )
havior always tries to turn in the direction parallel
to the longest side of the working area. Consequently, the robots perform a sweep of the area in
(x , y )
the direction parallel with the neighbor workarea
Real Heading
boundaries, trying to minimize the possibility of
invading the neighbor's working area.
Estimated Heading
 Heading: The R2e robot family is not equipped
with odometric sensors that could provide an estiFig. 5. Heading Estimation.
mate of the robot's current position and heading.
However, the radio system provides the robots with A. Heading Module
absolute (x;y) data at the rate of 1 Hz. This data
Two sources of errors a ect the performance of the
can be integrated over time to compute a rough heading module:
heading estimate. Given two consecutive positions
 The robot must move straight and without turns
P0 = (x0 ; y0 ) and P1 = (x1 ; y1 ), the heading of the
at least by a xed distance (R) to compute a new
robot is simply computed as:
heading. However, during the period of time it


takes the robot to move from P0 to P1 , unexpected
heading = arctan xy11 ??yx00
events, like obstacle avoidance, may occur, that
may alter the heading estimate (see Figure 5).
The robot society utilized in this experiment is a ho Errors in the sonar positioning system also a ect
mogeneous group in that all of the members have identhe heading computation. Over the lifetime of the
tical controllers consisting of the behaviors described
task, insigni cant errors are ltered away, but in
above, and thus exhibit the same capabilities. The difsmall workspaces even such errors can dramatically
ference between individuals is only displayed in that
a ect the overall achievement of the task. For exeach con nes its behavior to a xed territory, and can
ample, false heading estimation might make the
adapt that territory dynamically, depending on the size
robot \invade" other areas more frequently, and
of the active group.
thus increase overall interference.
0

0

1

V. Sources of Interference

As in any multi-agent system, the interaction of a collection of robots produces interference, resulting from a
competition for shared resources in the environment, in
this case physical space and pucks [4]. In the forthcoming sections we outline those aspects that a ect the
behavior of the system, and their e ect on the overall
performance of the foraging task.
June 6, 1998
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B. Real World Dynamics

Figure 6 illustrates the situation in which a robot
leaves a puck in its deposit area and interferes with the
robot that is looking for pucks in its own working area.
In this case, robot a has to home back to its working
area, and may interfere with robot b.
The size of the working area e ects the probability of
interference between robots: the smaller the size of the
DRAFT
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had six pucks in its working area, while the rest of the
robots had seven. Scenarios b) and c) tested three and
two robots, respectively. The initial puck distribution
(b)
is shown, and di erently-colored pucks are used in each
of the regions in order to track puck movement over the
(a)
duration of each trial, using video data gathering, in ada’s Working Area
dition to position data. For each of the di erent layouts,
all experiments were repeated ve times; all tabulated
Fig. 6. Invasion, the process in which a robot that is dropping data show mean values for each experimental setup. The
o a puck interferes with another that is searching within its relative error in the worst case was 7%, measured using
own workspace.
standard deviation.
b’s Working Area

working area the more probable it is that two robots
may interfere (see quantitative results in section VI-C).
In this case, interference has side e ects in the computation of the heading of both robots: as they are avoiding
each other they cannot cover the straight distance R.
VI. Experimental Results

A. Experimental Layout

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. The experimental layout used for three di erent sets of
experiments.

B. Data Gathering and Analysis Methods

The following approach was used to compute and analyze the robot data. For each each robot we monitored
how long every one of its behaviors was active, and how
much time the robot spent in each of the relevant areas
around the workspace:
 in the working area Tworking?area ,
 outside the working area Toutside?working?area ,
 delivering pucks Tdelivering .
We also gathered two other types of data:
1. the number of pucks that had reached the "home"
region 25 minutes after the beginning of the task,
2. the amount of time it took for the robots to place
the 80% of the pucks (22 pucks) in the "home"
region.
The total time the robot was working Ttotal could be
simply computed as the sum of the times spent in each
of the areas:

Ttotal = Tworking?area +Toutside?working?area +Tdelivering

Hence, the percentage of time spent outside the workThree di erent experiments were performed in order to quantitatively analyze the performance of the ing area ('1 ) is computed as:
robots in the territorial foraging task. Figure 7 gives
?area  100
'1 = Toutside?working
T
total
an overview of the di erent scenarios. In situation a),
four robots were cooperating to perform the task, and
and the percentage of time delivering pucks ('2 ) as:
the space was appropriately divided into four equally 100
'2 = Tdelivering
sized regions. Robot "0", nearest to the "home" region,
Ttotal
DRAFT
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These percentages were computed for each of the triFigure 8 shows the time the robots needed to deliver
als and the nal results, shown below, are based on the 80% of the pucks to the goal. Dots mark mean values
rounded mean values.
and the error bars show the best and the worst results.
It is interesting to observe that the uncertainty in the
C. Performance
measurements, derived from the height of the bars, and
the standard deviation (), increase with the number of
TABLE I
working robots. More robots working in the same global
Percentage of delivered pucks in 25 minutes.
workspace area tend to interfere more, therefore increasing the uncertainty in the time required for delivering
Number of
% of Delivered
80% of the pucks.
Working Robots
Pucks
60  2 %
80  2 %
60  3 %

2
3
4

TABLE II
Time spent in delivering 80% of the pucks.

Time performance in the three di erent scenarios is
shown in Tables I and II. Table I indicates the percentage of the pucks that were successfully delivered to the
"home" region in 25 minutes. Table II shows the mean
time (in minutes), the robots needed to deliver the 80%
of the pucks to the goal, plus the standard deviation of
the mean value ().
The errors in the results indicate the deviation with
respect to the mean performance, i.e. the repeatability
of the experiments.
40

Time spent (minutes)

35

30

25

20

15
2

3

4

Number of Working Robots

Fig. 8. Time spent in delivering 80% of the pucks.
June 6, 1998

Number of
80 % of the Pucks
Working Robots Delivered in 
2
32  1 minutes
3
25  2 minutes
4
32  3 minutes
It may seem surprising that it takes four robots as
long as it does two robots to deliver the same percentage
of pucks. This e ect results from the tradeo s between
interference, search space, and work-load per robot. The
above described uncertainty in the heading module leads
to an inaccuracy in the wandering behavior, which results in the robot leaving its working area and interfering with the others. If a robot leaves its working area,
it turns around and tries to return to it. In this case
the robot usually does not move the minimum straight
distance to compute a new heading, as described earlier.
Therefore, the smaller the working area, the more dramatically errors in the heading module a ect the wandering behavior, and therefore increase the probability
of a robot leaving its working area and interfering with
its neighbors.
Table III presents the mean and standard deviation
() of the percentage of time spent by robots outside
their working area. The results indicate that with narrower working areas robots tend to "invade" other areas
DRAFT
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more frequently.
Figure 9 is complementary to Table III, and shows
the mean, best, and worst values of the percentages of
time spent by each of the robots (marked with di erent
IDs) outside their working area in the three di erent
scenarios (2, 3, and 4 working robots).
From Figure 9 and Table III we can infer that robots
belonging to working areas whose boundaries are connected to other robot's working areas (e.g., in the case
of for four working robots, those with IDs 1 and 2),
tend to leave their working area more frequently than
others. Once the robots start to work, the system's dynamics (e.g., other robot's location) cannot be known
in advance, and vary during the time course of one experiment and across di erent experiments. Hence, the
uncertainty in the measurement (given by the error bars
and the standard deviation) increases for robots whose
working areas are surrounded by those of other robots,
being therefore subject to higher interference.

40
Robot ID = 0
Robot ID = 1
Robot ID = 2
Robot ID = 3

35

% of Time Outside the Working Area

10

30

25

20

15

10

5
2

3

4

Number of Working Robots

Fig. 9. Percentage of the time spent by the robots outside the
working area.

Percentage of the time spent by the robots outside the

cult to detect (like other moving robots), the bumperbased avoid behavior takes control. Activation of this
behavior is a good measurement of interference, because
bumper hits are mostly due to inter-robot interference
rather than interaction with other objects and boundaries of the environment, which are more likely to be
detected with the IRs.

working area.

TABLE IV

TABLE III

4 Robots
ID Time 
0 26  6 %
1 29  7 %
2 29  7 %
3 25  3 %

3 Robots
ID
0
1
2

Time 
20  3 %
24  4 %
18  2 %

2 Robots
ID Time 
0 8  3%
1 8  1%
The robots are programmed to avoid any kind of object detected with their lateral IR sensors and their
nger-IR sensors while they are outside their own working area. However, when obstacles are too close, or difDRAFT

Bumper Hits.

Number of
Average of
Working Robots Bumper Hits 
2
41
3
71
4
20  5
Results shown in Table IV, combined with those
shown in Tables I, II and III, highlight the fact that
with increased group sizes the performance of the task
division strategy declines due to inter-robot interference, explicitly expressed in terms of bumper hits which
grows steeply with increased group size. For example,
three robots accrue seven hits while four robots accrue
twenty. Three robots perform the task better than two
robots (as can be seen in Tables I and II), but interferJune 6, 1998
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ence increases, as is clearly demonstrated in Table IV.
Overall, of the two-, tree-, or four-robot sets we tested,
three robots are the most ecient choice given the tradeo between interference and work-load in the particular
territorial division.
D. Scalability
TABLE V
Percentage of the time spent by the robots delivering pucks

4 Robots
ID Time 
0 28  2 %
1 11  2 %
2 83 %
3 31 %

11

TABLE VI
Time spent in delivering 80% of the pucks. (Homogeneous
case)

Number of
80 % of the Pucks
Working Robots Delivered in 
2
30  2 minutes
3
24  2 minutes
4
20  3 minutes

3 Robots

relative to the size of the working area. A single robot
was able to collect a 40% of the pucks in 25 minutes.
ID Time 
Table VI shows the amount of time needed by the
0 27  6 %
robots to deliver the 80% of the pucks. Time perfor1 12  3 %
mance is almost the same with 2 and 3 robots in the ho2 6  1%
mogeneous case as in the space-division strategy. Four
robots perform much better in the homogeneous case
2 Robots
than when using the space-division strategy. However,
ID Time 
50% of the experiments with 4 homogeneous robots had
0 27  3 %
to be repeated because the robots collided and became
1 10  1 %
trapped (and unable to move) in the home region. The
results in Table VI only show the data gathered during the experiments that nished successfully. Data in
Table V shows the percentage of time spent by the
Table VII, showing the average of bumper hits in di errobots delivering pucks. Note the fact that this amount
ent trials, demonstrate a much higher interference rate
of time remains almost constant for the robot labelled
among the robots.
with ID = 0, which is in charge of placing the pucks in
the de nitive "home" region, and thus must handle all
TABLE VII
of the pucks, regardless of the size of the group.
Bumper Hits (Homogeneous case)
E. Homogeneous case: Comparison

Number of
Average of
Working Robots Bumper Hits 
2
14  3
3
26  7
4
40  9

In order to compare time and interference performance of the space division strategy, we performed
control experiments using homogeneous groups of two,
three and four robots with identical behavioral abilities
and no space division. Each of the robots placed the
found pucks in the same home region.
VII. Discussion and Conclusions
Experiments with only one robot are not shown in
Our experimental setup was designed to minimize
Table VI, as it was unable to deliver 80% of the pucks in
less than 30 minutes, due to the limited battery lifetime inter-robot interference, and thus to achieve high task
June 6, 1998
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eciency. This eciency is directly dependent on the
spatial density of the agents, since the most fundamental type of resource competition the robots encounter is
that for space. Based on the examination of the quantitative data recorded during repeated trials, we found
the sources of uncertainty, inherent to embodied agents,
that demonstrate the size of the working areas and robot
density for most e ective foraging in this particular experiment. Furthermore, we postulate that robot data
was critical in locating these sources, since simulation
results alone would have most likely failed to accurately
reproduce the relevant e ects, as detailed in Section VI.

ber of robots for the foraging task is smaller than the
complete set of available robots. If this fact cannot be
computed before the robots are assigned the tasks, then
it would be useful to be able to establish it dynamically,
as we have demonstrated.
This work focuses on one approach to minimizing interference: the use of spatial division of the task. Interagent interference is minimized as a consequence of spatial isolation of the agents' territories. Note that the
agents themselves are not further specialized, but are
homogeneous across the group. This approach is neatly
complementary to the alternatives of using heterogeneous agents (i.e., employing di erent types of agents
that may or may not be spatially isolated) and temporal
isolation (i.e., employing division of labor in time rather
than space). Other work by Goldberg and Mataric [30]
demonstrates the heterogeneous agent alternative using an implementation of the foraging task on the same
robot family.

We have empirically demonstrated that an increased
group size can, in physical robots, negatively impact
the e ectiveness of the territorial solution. Intuitively,
in a constrained environment, small groups can perform
their task better than larger groups simply as a result
of the direct relationship between robot density and interference. In future experiments we plan to explore
the e ects of much lower density on the e ectiveness of
We plan to compare and tie our territoriality and
the group, by signi cantly increasing the workspace and robot density results to task division behavior in animal
holding the group size constant.
societies in order to nd common principles of group orMataric [4] describes a methodology for estimating ganization. We hope that our results can be informative
interference through computing the spatial density of and useful toward the challenging goal of synthesizing
the particular environment-task combination using the group behavior in mobile robots.
robot's physical size, kinematics of movement, and sensory range. This computation must take into account
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